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• long-distance transmission

‣ high latency

‣ high costs

‣ many routing hops

• single point of failure at content-provider

• server-capacity limited by backbone-capacity
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PROBLEMS

REPLICATE DATA AND BRING IT CLOSER TO CLIENTS
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• place content caches at the edge of the network and deliver 
content from cache nearest to the requesting client

‣ reduces distance and RTT

‣ reduces cost

‣ reduces chance of packet-loss

• replicate data among caches on demand

‣ easier scaling: no central point of congestion

‣ fault-tolerant: no single point of failure

‣ balances load among servers/caches
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• “open, self-organizing web content distribution network that 
any publisher is free to use, without any prior registration, 
authorization, or special configuration”

• publishing through CoralCDN by appending nyud.net to 
a  URL’s hostname

• deployed on PlanetLab research network
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INDEXING

70.4% local cache hitlocal cache hit

12.6% return HTTP 4xx or 5xxreturn HTTP 4xx or 5xx

9.9% fetched from origin sitefetched from origin site

7.1% fetched from other CoralCDN proxyfetched from other CoralCDN proxy

1.7% L0 cluster (global)

1.9% L1 cluster (regional)

3.6% L2 cluster (local)
content access ratios for Aug 9, 2009

• Coral Index maps resource 
URLs to CoralCDN proxy IP 
addresses (1:n)

• Nodes organized in clusters 
grouped by avg. RTT between 
nodes (∞, < 80ms, < 30ms)

• keys and nodes are mapped into same flat 160-bit ID-space 
by SHA-1

• nodes(level, count) traverses ID-space beginning with L2-cluster 
using RPCs

• scalable key lookup in O(log(n))



• between 5-30 million requests per day (recently up to 50 
million)

• small number of URLs responsible for majority of traffic
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5-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE EVALUATION
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Figure 3: Total HTTP requests per day during CoralCDN’s deploy-
ment. Grayed regions correspond to missing or incomplete data.
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Figure 4: CoralCDN usage: number of unique clients (left) and
upload volume (right) for each day during August 9–18.

2.4 Implementation and deployment
CoralCDN is composed of three stand-alone applications.
The Coral daemon provides the distributed indexing layer,
accessed over UNIX domain sockets from a simple client
library linked into applications such as CoralCDN’s HTTP
proxy and DNS server. All three are written from scratch.
Coral network communication uses Sun RPC over UDP,
while CoralCDN proxies transfer content via standard
HTTP connections. At initial publication [14], the Coral
daemon was about 14,000 lines of C++, the DNS server
2,000 LOC, and the proxy 4,000 LOC. CoralCDN’s im-
plementation has since grown to around 50,000 LOC. The
changes we later discuss help account for this increase.

CoralCDN typically runs on 300–400 PlanetLab servers
(about 70–100 of which run its DNS server), spread over
100-200 sites worldwide. It avoids Internet2-only and
commercial sites, the latter due to policy decisions that re-
strict their use for open services. CoralCDN uses no spe-
cial knowledge of these machines’ locations or connectiv-
ity (e.g., GPS coordinates, routing information, etc.). Even
though CoralCDN runs on a centrally-managed testbed,
its mechanisms remain decentralized and self-organizing.
The only use of centralization is for managing software
and configuration updates and for controlling run status.

3 Analyzing CoralCDN’s Usage
This section presents some HTTP-level data from Coral-
CDN’s deployment and considers its implications.

3.1 System traces and traffic patterns
To understand some of the HTTP traffic patterns that
CoralCDN sees, we analyzed several datasets in increasing

Unique Unique % URLs Reqs to most
Year domains URLs with 1 req popular URL
2005 7881 577K 54% 697K
2007 21555 588K 59% 410K
2009 20680 1787K 77% 1578K

Figure 5: CoralCDN traffic statistics for an arbitrary day (Aug 9).

depth. Figure 3 plots the total number of HTTP requests
that the system received each day from mid-2004 through
early 2010, showing both the number of HTTP requests
from clients, as well as the number of requests issued to
upstream CoralCDN peers or origin sites. The traces show
common request rates for much of CoralCDN’s deploy-
ment between 5 and 20 million HTTP requests per day,
with more recent rates of 40–50 million daily requests.2

We examined three time periods from these logs in more
depth, each consisting of HTTP traffic over the same nine-
day period (August 9–18) in 2005, 2007, and 2009. Coral-
CDN received 15–25M requests during each day of these
periods. Figure 4 plots the total number of unique client IP
addresses from which these requests originated (left) and
the aggregate amount of bandwidth uploaded (right). The
traces showed 1–2 million clients per day, resulting in a
few terabytes of content transferred. We will primarily use
the 2009 trace, consisting of 209M requests, in later anal-
ysis. Figure 5 provides more information about the traffic
patterns, focusing on the first day of each trace.

Figure 6 plots the distribution of requests per unique
URL. We see that the number of requests per URL follows
a Zipf-like distribution, as common among web caching
and proxy networks [5]. Certain URLs are very popular—
the so-called “head” of the distribution—such as the most
popular one in the Aug-9-2009 trace, which received al-
most 1.6M requests itself. A large number of URLs—the
distribution’s “heavy tail”—receive only a single request.

The datasets also show stability in the most popular
URLs and domains over time. In all three datasets, the
most popular URL retained that ranking across all nine
days. In fact, this URL in the 2007 and 2009 traces be-
longed to the same domain: a site that uses CoralCDN to
distribute rule-set updates for the popular Firefox AdBlock
browser extension. Exploring this further, Figure 7 uses
the 2009 trace to plot the request rate per day for the most
popular domains (taking the union of each day’s most pop-
ular five domains resulted in nine unique domains). We see
that six of the nine domains had stable traffic patterns—
they were long-term CoralCDN “customers”—while three
varied between two and six orders of magnitude per day.
The traffic patterns that we see in these two figures have
design implications, which we discuss next.

2The peak of 120M requests on August 21, 2008 corresponds to a
short-lived experiment of an academic research project using CoralCDN
as a key-value store [15].

4

Top URLs Total Size (MB) % of Total Requests

0.01% 14 49.1%

0.1% 157 71.8%

1 % 3744 84.8%

10 % 28734 92.2%

Total HTTP requests per day [1]

Working set sizes for fractions of URLs [1]



• Resurrecting old content

• Accessing unpopular content

• Serving long-term popular content

• Surviving flash crowds to content
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COMMON USAGE SCENARIOS



• openness allows to quickly adjust to flash crowds and to mask 
origin server unavailability

• only small fraction of domains experience large rate increases 
within short time
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MITIGATING FLASH-CROWDS

CDFs of percentage of requests accounted for by domains experiencing order(s)-of-magnitude rate increases. Rate increases computed 
epochs across 10m, 6h
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Figure 12: CCDF of extent of flash-crowd dynamics in August
2009 trace. Left graph shows percentage of domains experiencing or-
ders of magnitude (OOM) changes in request rates across five-second
epochs. Right shows % requests for which these domains account.
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Figure 13: CDFs of percentage of requests accounted for by do-
mains experiencing order(s)-of-magnitude rate increases. Rate in-
creases computed across epochs of 30 seconds (top left), 10 minutes
(top right), six hours (bottom left), and one day (bottom right). Plots
start on the y-axis with zero domains having such an increase, e.g.,
28% of 30s epochs have no domains with a � 1 OOM rate increase.

increases do exist, but they are rare. In 76% of 5s epochs,
no domains experienced any 10-fold increase, while in 1%
of epochs, 1.7% of domains (accounting for 12.9% of re-
quests) increased by one order-of-magnitude. Larger dy-
namism was even more rare: only in 0.006% of epochs did
there exist a domain that experienced a 100-fold increase
in request rate. No three OOM increase occurred.

To further understand the precipitousness of “flash”
crowds, Figure 13 extends this analysis across longer du-
rations.3 Among 30s epochs, 50% of epochs have at most
0.4% of domains experience a 10-fold increase in their
rates (not shown), which account for a total of 1.0% of
requests (top left). Only 0.29% of 30s epochs have any
domains with more than a 100-fold rate increase. At 10-
minute epochs, 28% of epochs have at least one domain
that experiences a two OOM rate increase, while 0.21%
have a domain with a three OOM increase. Still, these
flash crowds account for a small fraction of total requests:
Domains experiencing 100-fold increases accounted for at
least 1% of all requests in only 3.8% of 10m epochs, and
10% of requests in 0.05% of epochs.

3To avoid overcounting unpopular domains, we do not count changes
when the absolute number of requests to a domain in a given time period
is less than some minimum amount, i.e., 10 requests for 5s, 30s, and 10m
periods, and 100 requests for 6h and 1d periods.

In short, this data shows that (1) only a small fraction
of CoralCDN’s domains experience large rate increases
within short time periods, (2) those domains’ traffic ac-
counts for a small fraction of the total requests, and (3) any
rate increases very rarely occur on the order of seconds.

This moderate adoption rate avoids the need to introduce
even more aggressive content discovery algorithms. Sim-
ulated workloads in early experiments (Figure 4 of [14])
showed that under high concurrency, CoralCDN might is-
sue several redundant fetches to an origin server due to
a race-like condition in its lookup protocol. If multiple
nodes concurrently get the same key which does not yet ex-
ist in the index, all concurrent lookups can fail and multiple
nodes can contact the origin. This race condition is shared
by most applications which use a distributed hash table
(both peer-to-peer and datacenter services). But because
these traces show that the arrival of user requests happens
over a much longer time-scale than a DHT lookup, this
race condition does not pose a significant problem.

Note that it is possible to mitigate this condition. While
designing a network file system for PlanetLab that sup-
ported cooperative caching [2]—meant to quickly dis-
tribute a file in preparation for a new experiment—we
sought to minimize redundant fetches to the file server. We
extended Coral’s insert operation to provide return status
information, like test-and-set in shared-memory systems.
A single put+get both returns the first values it encoun-
tered in the DHT, as well as inserts its own values at an
appropriate location (for a new key, this would be at its
closest node). This optimization comes at a subtle cost,
however, as it now optimistically inserts a node’s identity
even before that proxy begins downloading the file! If the
origin fetch fails—a greater possibility in CoralCDN’s en-
vironment than with a managed file server—then the use of
these index entries degrades performance. Thus, after us-
ing this put+get protocol in CoralCDN for several months
during 2005, we discontinued its use.

CoralCDN’s openness permits users to quickly leverage
its resources under load, and its more complex coordina-
tion helps mitigate these flash crowds and mask temporary
server unavailability. Yet this very openness led to varied
usage, the majority of which does not require CoralCDN’s
more complex design. As we will see, this openness also
introduces other problems.

4 Lessons for the Web
CoralCDN’s naming technique provides an open API for
CDN services that can transparently work for almost any
website. Over the course of its deployment, clients and
servers have used this API to adopt CoralCDN as an elas-
tic resource for content distribution. Through completely
automated means, work can be dynamically expanded out
to use CoralCDN when websites require additional band-
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Figure 12: CCDF of extent of flash-crowd dynamics in August
2009 trace. Left graph shows percentage of domains experiencing or-
ders of magnitude (OOM) changes in request rates across five-second
epochs. Right shows % requests for which these domains account.
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Figure 13: CDFs of percentage of requests accounted for by do-
mains experiencing order(s)-of-magnitude rate increases. Rate in-
creases computed across epochs of 30 seconds (top left), 10 minutes
(top right), six hours (bottom left), and one day (bottom right). Plots
start on the y-axis with zero domains having such an increase, e.g.,
28% of 30s epochs have no domains with a � 1 OOM rate increase.

increases do exist, but they are rare. In 76% of 5s epochs,
no domains experienced any 10-fold increase, while in 1%
of epochs, 1.7% of domains (accounting for 12.9% of re-
quests) increased by one order-of-magnitude. Larger dy-
namism was even more rare: only in 0.006% of epochs did
there exist a domain that experienced a 100-fold increase
in request rate. No three OOM increase occurred.

To further understand the precipitousness of “flash”
crowds, Figure 13 extends this analysis across longer du-
rations.3 Among 30s epochs, 50% of epochs have at most
0.4% of domains experience a 10-fold increase in their
rates (not shown), which account for a total of 1.0% of
requests (top left). Only 0.29% of 30s epochs have any
domains with more than a 100-fold rate increase. At 10-
minute epochs, 28% of epochs have at least one domain
that experiences a two OOM rate increase, while 0.21%
have a domain with a three OOM increase. Still, these
flash crowds account for a small fraction of total requests:
Domains experiencing 100-fold increases accounted for at
least 1% of all requests in only 3.8% of 10m epochs, and
10% of requests in 0.05% of epochs.

3To avoid overcounting unpopular domains, we do not count changes
when the absolute number of requests to a domain in a given time period
is less than some minimum amount, i.e., 10 requests for 5s, 30s, and 10m
periods, and 100 requests for 6h and 1d periods.

In short, this data shows that (1) only a small fraction
of CoralCDN’s domains experience large rate increases
within short time periods, (2) those domains’ traffic ac-
counts for a small fraction of the total requests, and (3) any
rate increases very rarely occur on the order of seconds.

This moderate adoption rate avoids the need to introduce
even more aggressive content discovery algorithms. Sim-
ulated workloads in early experiments (Figure 4 of [14])
showed that under high concurrency, CoralCDN might is-
sue several redundant fetches to an origin server due to
a race-like condition in its lookup protocol. If multiple
nodes concurrently get the same key which does not yet ex-
ist in the index, all concurrent lookups can fail and multiple
nodes can contact the origin. This race condition is shared
by most applications which use a distributed hash table
(both peer-to-peer and datacenter services). But because
these traces show that the arrival of user requests happens
over a much longer time-scale than a DHT lookup, this
race condition does not pose a significant problem.

Note that it is possible to mitigate this condition. While
designing a network file system for PlanetLab that sup-
ported cooperative caching [2]—meant to quickly dis-
tribute a file in preparation for a new experiment—we
sought to minimize redundant fetches to the file server. We
extended Coral’s insert operation to provide return status
information, like test-and-set in shared-memory systems.
A single put+get both returns the first values it encoun-
tered in the DHT, as well as inserts its own values at an
appropriate location (for a new key, this would be at its
closest node). This optimization comes at a subtle cost,
however, as it now optimistically inserts a node’s identity
even before that proxy begins downloading the file! If the
origin fetch fails—a greater possibility in CoralCDN’s en-
vironment than with a managed file server—then the use of
these index entries degrades performance. Thus, after us-
ing this put+get protocol in CoralCDN for several months
during 2005, we discontinued its use.

CoralCDN’s openness permits users to quickly leverage
its resources under load, and its more complex coordina-
tion helps mitigate these flash crowds and mask temporary
server unavailability. Yet this very openness led to varied
usage, the majority of which does not require CoralCDN’s
more complex design. As we will see, this openness also
introduces other problems.

4 Lessons for the Web
CoralCDN’s naming technique provides an open API for
CDN services that can transparently work for almost any
website. Over the course of its deployment, clients and
servers have used this API to adopt CoralCDN as an elas-
tic resource for content distribution. Through completely
automated means, work can be dynamically expanded out
to use CoralCDN when websites require additional band-
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• password brute force attacks via POST-method

• anonymous attacks through CoralCDN proxies

• Circumventing access-control restrictions

• websites have been concerned that CoralCDN is a phishing 
site
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CDN PERFORMANCE

IDENTIFYING PERFORMANCE BOTTLENECKS IN CDNS 
THROUGH TCP-LEVEL MONITORING

P. SUN, M. YU, M. J. FREEDMAN, J. REXFORD - W-MUST, SIGCOMM 2011, TORONTO, ON

• Performance measurements in CDNs often primarily based 
on application-layer logs, network-layer packet traces or 
active probing

• reason for performance loss often not identifiable

• transport-layer statistics can reveal why a connection is 
constrained
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MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES

Cwin Current congestion window

Rwin Current receive window

BytesInFlight # of bytes sent but not ACKed

BytesInSndBuf # of bytes written but not ACKed

SmoothedRTT Smoothed RTT computed by TCP

BytesWritten
Cumulative # of bytes written by 
app

BytesSent Cumulative # of bytes sent

PktsRetrans Cumulative # of pkts retransmitted

RwinLimitTime
Cumulative time that a connection is 
limited by receive window

CwinLimitTime Cumulative time that a connection is 
limited by congestion window

TCP statistics measured

• Application-layer logs

• Network-layer traces

• Active Probing
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TCP PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATION

• Network Path
e.G. small congestion window and network congestion

• Server Network Stack
e.G. congestion window limits even when no losses occur

• Clients
e.G. small receive window

• CDN Server Applications
e.G. application may be reading data from slow disk
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TCP PERFORMANCE CLASSIFICATION

Problem Category Classification Method

Network Path
∆CwinLimitTime > 0
and ∆PktsRetrans > 0

Server Network Stack
∆CwinLimitTime > 0
and ∆PktsRetrans = 0

and Cwin ≥ Cwin_before_loss

Clients ∆RwinLimitTime > 0

Server Application
BytesInSndBuf < min(Cwin, 

Rwin)

Performance Limitation Classifier
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CORALCDN PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration% of Connections with Problems for > X% of Duration

Limitations > 0% > 20% > 40% > 60% > 80% > 99%

Server Application 19.76% 15.32% 10.75% 4.98% 2.86% 0.004 %

Server Network Stack 52.47% 28.59% 18.72% 10.21% 5.30% 3.99%

Network Path 6.20% 5.30% 3.94% 2.77% 1.68% 0.27%

Clients 5.77% 2.09% 1.27% 0.60% 0.19% 0.03%

Fraction of connections constrained by limitation groups
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CORALCDN PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
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Figure 1: Traces of Network-stack Statistics for Two Example TCP Connections (Some Lines are overlapping)

Limitations Classification Method

Network Path
�CwinLimitTime > 0
and �PktsRetrans > 0

Server Network
Stack

�CwinLimitTime > 0
and �PktsRetrans = 0
and Cwin � Cwin before loss

Clients �RwinLimitTime > 0
Server App. BytesInSndBuf < min{Cwin, Rwin}

Table 2: Performance Limitation Classifier

the server network stack, the clients, and the server appli-
cations. We also accumulate the number of lost packets.

3. STUDYING CORALCDN WITH OUR
TOOL

In this section, we use our measurement tool to identify
the performance bottlenecks for CoralCDN and discuss how
CoralCDN can use these results to make better decisions on
server and path selection.

3.1 TCP-level Monitoring for CoralCDN
CoralCDN is a popular open content distribution network,

serving over one million clients for over 20 thousand do-
mains per day [7]. CoralCDN consists of Coral DNS servers
and Coral HTTP proxies. The clients accessing a website
served by CoralCDN are transparently directed by Coral-
CDN’s DNS server to a nearby Coral proxy.

We deployed our measurement tool on a Clemson Plan-
etLab node running a CoralCDN proxy. The Coral proxy
configures specific ports to serve the clients, and they are
exclusively used by CoralCDN. We use the port number to
distinguish the tra�c to CoralCDN from other connections.
Since February 8, 2011, we have been collecting TCP statis-
tics for all the connections belonging to CoralCDN. For the
rest of the paper, we present the results from the data col-
lected over one week of February 19–25, 2011; our analysis
on other weeks show similar results. During the week, 209K
connections accessed the CoralCDN server.

Note that, since CoralCDN is a proxy, it temporarily

caches the web pages requested by clients. When a cache
miss occurs, the connection will be held to wait for the proxy
to perform a lookup in its distributed hash table (DHT)
and fetch data from either another Coral proxy or the ori-
gin server. The waiting time is about 1 to 2 seconds, which
greatly degrades performance. With our tool, we detect a
cache miss when the send bu↵er has no data for several sec-
onds at the beginning. Among the 209K connections in the
week, 34.3% encountered a cache miss. Because the time to
fetch data from the origin server dominates the performance,
we exclude these connections from our analysis. The fol-
lowing analysis focuses on the remaining 137K connections,
which are from 2008 ASes.

3.2 Characterizing Performance Bottlenecks
We first study the frequency of di↵erent performance lim-

itations in order to identify the factors that influence data-
transfer performance the most. For each connection, at
each interval, we classify the performance limitations based
on Table 2. We then calculate the fraction of time that a
connection is limited by each performance bottleneck. Ta-
ble 3 shows the percentage of connections that have di↵erent
percentage of performance limitations, leading the following
conclusions:
(1) In a significant fraction of performance prob-

lems, the CoralCDN proxy is limited by the appli-

cation or servers, not network conditions. A large
fraction of connections are limited by the server application.
More than 10% of connections are application-limited for
more than 40% of their lifetime. The limitations can come
from the web service softwares, or the slow CPU and scarce
disk resources of the PlanetLab node.
(2) The performance of many connections is lim-

ited by the congestion window despite having no

packet loss. Nearly 20% of connections spend at least
40% of their lifetime constrained by a small congestion win-
dow, despite no packet loss. Many of these connections are
short-lived, spending most of their time in TCP’s slow-start
phase. In CoralCDN, more than 80% of the connections
last less than 1 second. For the many small data trans-
fers, performance is largely a function of how TCP increases
the congestion window and the RTT between the client and
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• CPs do server selection (SS) carefully to minimize end-to-end 
delay

• ISPs perform traffic engineering (TE) to minimize network 
congestion

• game-theoretic approach to find equilibrium between SS 
and TE
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Figure 4: Measure of efficiency loss: varying parameters under the same total traffic demand

5.1 Nash bargaining solution
An ISP that provides content services in its own network can

jointly optimize traffic engineering goals (minimum congestion)
and CP’s goals (minimum user delay). However, solving (5) for
each " and adaptively tuning " in a trial-and-error fashion may
be problematic. First, it is hard to weigh the tradeoffs between
one objective and the other, and tell which one is more important.
Secondly, one needs to repeatedly tune the parameter " and solve
an optimization problem every time, to see whether the resulting
performance is satisfactory. The reconfiguration cost may be pro-
hibitively high for some live content applications. Third, tuning
" to explore a broad region of system operating points is com-
putationally expensive. Usually, exploring a large set of " only
produces a small operating region.

From the perspective of economics, a joint design paradigm is
also helpful to network providers and content providers who wish
to cooperate, which leads to a win-win situation. But they may pre-
fer to keep their functionalities independent, without revealing too
much information to each other. Since both want to receive as much
benefit as possible, they need to resolve the conflicting goals. In-
tuitively, one who makes a greater contribution to the collaboration
should be able to receive more benefits. Otherwise, he may choose
not to cooperate at all. Hence, we borrow the notion of Nash bar-
gaining solution [10] [3] in cooperative game theory. The solution
concept guides the system designer in choosing an efficient and fair
operating point without much effort to explore " inefficiently.

Let (T E0,SS0) be a constant, which we call the disagreement
point. One can view the disagreement point as the baseline to co-
operate, namely, without a joint design, it is the operating point
they would end up with. The Nash bargaining solution optimizes
the product of performance improvements of the two players:

maximize (T E0 !T E)(SS0 !SS) (6)

variable f " F ,xcp " Xcp

One can view the Nash equilibrium of interplay without coordi-
nation as the disagreement point, since it is the status quo before
cooperation is suggested.

The choice of Nash bargaining solution is not accidental. It has
the following properties that are essential to a system designer’s
consideration.

• Pareto optimality. A NBS is pareto optimal, therefore ensur-
ing efficiency.

• Symmetry. The two players should get equal share of the
gains by cooperation, if two players have symmetric problem
definition, i.e., disagreement point, feasible objective region.

• Expected utility axiom. The Nash bargaining solution is in-
variant under affine transformations. For instance, suppose
(T E#,SS#) is the Nash bargaining solution when a feasible
point is (T E,SS), with (T E0,SS0) as the disagreement point.
If the disagreement point is shifted and scaled to ("1T E0 +
#1,"2SS0 +#2), and the feasible point is transformed to ("1T E +
#1,"2SS + #2), the new Nash bargaining solution becomes
("1T E# +#1,"2SS# +#2). This axiom suggests that the ex-
pected performance under all network conditions is still a
Nash bargaining solution.

• Independence of irrelevant alternatives. This means that adding
extra constraints in the feasible operating region does not
change the solution, as long as the solution itself is feasible.

Note that Nash bargaining solution is the only solution that satisfies
the above four axioms [10].

In practice, one can also propose other disagreement points as
the starting point, which can be thought of as the minimum per-
formance requirement. Here, we use the Nash equilibrium point
as the disagreement, since it is known to both the ISP and the CP
based on their empirical observation. In addition, we use it as a
benchmark to evaluate how much performance improvement can
be gained compared to the legacy systems.

5.2 Performance evaluation
We use simulation on the same topology in Figure 2 to demon-

strate the performance gains of the Nash bargaining solution and
its engineering implications. We evaluate two Nash bargaining so-
lutions. Nash bargaining solution I is the optimal solution of (6)
using the Nash equilibrium when CP operates with incomplete in-
formation as the disagreement point, and Nash bargaining solution
II when CP operates with complete information.

We evaluate performance improvement through two sets of sim-
ulations. In the first case, we fix the total amount of traffic, and vary
the percentage of CP’s traffic ! from 1% to 100%. Four operating
points, namely, two Nash equilibria and two Nash bargaining solu-
tions are depicted. The results are shown in Figure 4(a). We make
a few observations. When ! $ 40%, the four operating points are
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(1) What are problems associated with the very open design of 
CoralCDN?

(2) Why is it inefficient to serve unpopular content through a 
content distribution network?

(3) For what reasons is it interesting for telecommunication 
companies to operate own CDN’s?
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